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Let r be an algebraic curve which is given by an equation f  (x, y) = 0, 
f  (x, y) E k[x, y] where k is an algebraic number field and f  (x, y) is irreducible. 
Suppose that there exists an *r a nonstandard point (f, 7) E *k x *k. Then 
k(g, 7) is (isomorphic to) the algebraic function field of T and, at the same time, 
is a subfield of *k. Correlating the divisors of the function field k(g, 7) and of 
the number field *k, we develop an analogue of the Artin-Whaples theory of 
the product formula. This leads to one of Siegel’s basic inequalities for 
rational points on algebraic curves. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We shall be concerned with the arithmetic of algebraic curves from the 
point of view of nonstandard analysis. Let k be an algebraic number 
field and let r be an irreducible algebraic curve defined by f(x, y) = 0 
where f(x, JJ) E k[x, ~1. Our starting point is the observation that if 
A = (f, 7) is a nonstandard zero off@, v), i.e., if 6 and 11 are not both 
standard then A is by necessity a generic point of F. Thus, k(t, 7) may be 
regarded as the function field of l? If, in addition, [ and 11 belong to the 
field *k, which is the nonstandard extension of k in the given framework, 
then k([, v) C *k. We may then investigate the connection between the 
internal valuations of *k as a (nonstandard) number field and the valua- 
tions (divisors) of k(& 17) as a function field. 
The reader will perceive that the work of the present paper is related 
to the analysis which led A. Weil to his decomposition theorem and 
C. L. Segel to the result that the number of integers on a curve of positive 
genus is finite. We shall not attempt a detailed correlation but shall show 
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how one of the decisive inequalities of Siegel’s theory follows naturally 
from our results. 
The fact that a valuation of *k may induce a valuation of k(t, 7)/k 
was pointed out in Ref. [4]. In that paper it was also shown that all 
valuations of k(t, 7)/k may be obtained in this way from valuations of *k. 
The same conclusion will be obtained here as a corollary of more powerful 
results. A general introduction to nonstandard arithmetic is to be found 
in Ref. [3]. 
2. NONSTANDARD EXTENSIONS OF ALGEBRAIC CURVES 
Let k be an algebraic number field which is embedded in some definite 
way in the field of complex numbers, C. Let *C be a higher order non- 
standard extension of C. For the purposes of this paper, *C need not be 
an enlargement, and it would be sufficient to take it as a countable ultra- 
power of C with respect to an arbitrary free ultrafilter. 
Let f(x, JJ) = 0, f(x, y) E k[x, y], be the equation of an irreducible 
algebraic curve r, and let A = (8, r)) be a nonstandard point on *lY 
Thus,f(& q) = 0 where .$ and v are not both standard. We claim that A 
is a generic point of *r (or, if we follow the usage customary in algebraic 
geometry, of r). Indeed, suppose that there is a g(x, r) E k[x, y] which 
does not vanish identically on r such that g(f, 7) = 0. Then 5 and 71 are 
algebraic and hence, belong to C. This is contrary to our assumption. 
Suppose now that r has an infinite number of points with coordinates 
in k. Let us range them, without repetition, in a sequence {A,}. For any 
infinite natural number w, A, has coordinates 6, 7) which belong to *k. 
Then e and 7 cannot both be standard, for if they were then A,, = (6,~) 
for some finite n. Then A, = A, . This is impossible since A, # A, for 
all standard n # m and, hence, also for all n # m in *N (where *N is 
the extension of the natural numbers, N). Accordingly, A, = (4,~) is 
a generic point for r over k. 
Conversely, suppose that I’ has a generic point A with coordinates 
f , 7 in *k. Then 4 and 7 cannot be both algebraic (and one of them can 
be algebraic only if r is a straight line x = const or y = const). Then 
we claim that r has an infinite number of points with coordinates in k. 
For suppose that we have shown that I’ has the points A, ,..., A, with 
coordinates in k (including the possibility that the set (A,, ,..., An) may be 
empty). Then the assertion that “there is a point A on r which is different 
from A0 , A, ,..., A,” must be true for k since it is true for *k (for A = A,). 
This proves our assertion. 
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3. INTERNAL VALUATIONS 
Let v be any internal valuation of *k. Then v may be given by a non- 
standard prime ideal, or by a standard prime ideal, or it may be an 
“Archimedean” valuation of *k, i.e., the extension to *k of an Archime- 
dean valuation of k. There are no nonstandard internal valuations of *k 
which are Archimedean since the set of these valuations on k is finite. 
Suppose first that v = up is given by a nonstandard prime ideal P. 
Let CY EkX where kx is, as usual, the multiplicative group of k. Since the 
number of prime divisors of (a) (i.e., prime ideals which have nonzero 
exponent in the prime power representation of (a)) is finite it does not 
increase or passing from k to *k. Hence, z+(a) = 0, v, is trivial on k. 
Suppose next that v = vP is given by a standard prime ideal P. In 
this case, v, is not trivial on k. We derive another valuation v,’ which is 
trivial on k in the following way. 
Let oP’ be the set of all 01 E *k such that Z+(CX) is not negative infinite, 
together with 0. The inclusion of 0 is implicit if we regard r+(o) = 0~) as 
positive infinite, and we shall do so from now on. Then 0,’ is a valuation 
ring which includes oP , the valuation ring of v, and which also includes k. 
Let vP’ be the corresponding valuation. Then up’ is trivial on k. Its valua- 
tion ideal, mp’, consists of all cy E *k for which r+(a) is positive infinite, 
including 0. Finally, while the value group for vP is *Z, the nonstandard 
extension of the rational integers Z, the value group for up’ is *Z/Z, 
which will be denoted also by Z, . More precisely, if # is the canonical 
mapping *Z -+ 2, then we may write v~‘(cx) = $Q(CX) for all 01 E *kX. 
Now let 1 x IP be one of the Archimedean valuations of *k, where P 
is merely a symbol for the particular valuation under consideration. For 
any 01 E *k, / CY. IP E *R, where *R is the nonstandard extension of the 
field of real numbers, R. Let R, = *R/R,, be the additive quotient group 
of *R with respect to R, where R, is the group of finite numbers in *R, 
and let $ be the canonical mapping from *R to R, . 
Then $ induces an order in R, since R, is isolated in *R. We shall 
regard R, as an ordered group with this particular order. 
We propose to show that the definition 
z+‘(a) = -aj In I 01 IP for 01 E *kX (3.1) 
defines a non-Archimedean valuation of *k with value group R, . 
Indeed, for any (11, /3 E *kX we have 
v~‘<43 = -9 ln I 4 Ip = -Mn I 01 Ip + ln I B IpI 
= -*In I a: Ip - # In I B Ip = ~~‘(4 + up’@). 
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Accordingly, it only remains for us to show that vP’(ol + /3) >, 
min(+‘(ol), v,‘@)), provided (Y. + ,!I # 0. 
We may assume without loss of generality that Z+‘(U) < v,‘(/?), i.e., 
that In I 01 IP B In ( /3 IP . Then +‘((Y + /3) = z+‘(ol> + ~‘(1 + B/U) = 
-#In I 01 Ip - $ In I 1 + B/a Ip . A ccordingly, we only have to verify 
that -# in / 1 + /3/a IP is not strictly negative in R, , i.e., that 
In 1 1 + /~/cY jP is not positive infinite. By assumption, In 1 01 jP >, In I/3 IP , 
i.e., ( p/a lP < 1. This shows that In I 1 + /3/a lP < In 2 and proves our 
assertion. 
In order to see that all elements of R, are values of elements of *k it 
suffices to consider the positive integers 01 (standard or nonstandard). 
For such 01, 1 LX IP = 01 and In / (Y + 1 IP - In ( 01 lP = In I 1 + l/a lP is 
always finite. It follows that each coset of R, in *R contains an infinite 
number of u,‘(a), provided it contains negative numbers. In order to find 
values v,‘@) in any coset R, of *R which contains only positive numbers, 
we then have to put only /3 = 01-l, where 01 is a positive integer. 
The valuation ring of z+’ is given by the condition 
op‘ = {a E *k / t+‘(a) >, 0} = (a E *k I $J In I 01 Ip < 03 
which applies also to 01 = 0, if we put In 0 = - co. Thus, in order that 
01 E oP’, In 1 01 lP must be either finite or negative infinite, i.e., ( c1 IP must 
be finite. Similarly, the valuation ideal of up’, mp’, consists of all 01 E *k 
such that I 01 lP is infinitesimal, i.e., mp’ is the monad of zero in that 
valuation. Since kX C op’ - mp’ it follows that vip’ is trivial on k. 
4. INDUCED VALUATIONS 
Now let K be a finitely generated field of transcendence degree 1 (i.e., 
a function field of one variable) over k such that K is a subfield of *k. 
For example, K may have been obtained as the function field k([, 7) of 
a curve r, as in Section 2. We note that K is by necessity an external 
subfield of *k. Notice that k is algebraically closed in K. 
Let v be any non-Archimedean valuation of *k/k where v may be, 
to begin with, internal or external. Let o, and m, be the valuation ring 
and the valuation ideal of v, respectively. Since v is trivial on k, it induces 
a valuation of K/k, which will be denoted by V. The valuation ring and 
ideal of V are given by 0, = o, n K and MY = m, n K, respectively. 
V is nontrivial on K if and only if K - o, # 0, i.e., if and only if v(a) 
is positive for some a E KX. In that case, V must be a discrete valuation 
of rank 1 in K, i.e., a prime divisor of K. 
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Let us now apply these considerations to the valuations introduced 
in the preceding section. If v = up where P is a nonstandard prime ideal 
in *k, then V, induces a nontrivial valuation of K provided +.(a) > 0 
for some 01 E KX. In particular, if cu, is such that z+.(c~J is positive and as 
small as possible then the valuation induced by zlP in K is normalized 
with value group 2 by putting 
VP(4 = +(4ld~o) for (Y. E KX. (4.1) 
Suppose next, that u = vP is given by a standard prime ideal. In order 
that vP’ be nontrivial on K it is necessary and sufficient that up(~) be 
infinite for at least one element 01 E KX. If this is the case then the group 
of values z+‘(oL), CY E KX, which is a subgroup of 2, is isomorphic to Z. 
Choosing 01~ E KX so that v~‘(cx~) is positive and as small as possible, we 
normalize the valuation induced in K by putting 
VP(4 = +‘(~>/vP’(~o~ for a E KX. (4.2) 
In this formula, the ratio on the right side is to be interpreted as the 
uniquely determined standard integer rz such that z+‘(a) = n * vP’(&. 
Since Z, = *Z/Z we may write also Z+(CX) = n . ~~(010) + r, where r is 
a finite integer. Hence 
vi44 = o(vP(41vP(%N for CXE KX. (4.3) 
Suppose finally that v = v, where P stands for an Archimedean valua- 
tion. Here, the valuation induced in K is nontrivial if and only if In 1 a! JP 
is infinite for some (II E KX, and this will be the case if and only if 1 01 IP 
is infinite for some a: E KX. On this assumption, the group of values 
up’(~), 01 E KX, which is now a subgroup of R, is again isomorphic to Z. 
We choose 01~ E KX so that v,‘(cuo) is positive and as small as possible. 
Then the induced valuation is normalized by defining VP(~) by (4.2). 
Here again, the right side should be interpreted as the uniquely defined 
standard integer IZ such that up’(~) = nv,‘(~~~). By (3.1), this is equivalent 
to 
Wn I 01 lp - n ln I a0 Ip) = 0, 
i.e., In 1 01 IP - n In I a0 lP = r, where r is finite. Hence, r/In 1 a0 JP is 
infinitesimal and so, this time, 
VA4 = O(ln I 01 Mln I a0 Id for CXE KX. (4.4) 
However, (4.2) is more precise than either (4.3) or (4.4) and we note 
for future reference that 
VA4 = v~(~>/v~(~~) - r/vAa,), (4.5) 
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where r is a finite integer if P is a standard prime ideal, and 
V~(or) = ln I 01 Mln I a0 lp - rlln I a0 Ip , r finite, (4.6) 
if P stands for an Archimedean valuation. 
It is quite possible that two different valuations up in *k induce the 
same nontrivial valuation in K. 
5. THE CASE OF A RATIONAL FUNCTION FIELD 
Suppose now that K is (isomorphic to) the field of rational functions 
of one variable over k. Such a K is obtained by adjoining to k any element 
of *k - k. We show that in this case all valuations of K/k are induced 
by internal valuations of *k. 
Let K = k(w) where w  E *k - k. Let x be the canonical mapping 
from k(x) onto k(w) where x is an indeterminate. x maps x on o and 
reduces to the identity on k. Let p(x) E k[x] be of positive degree and 
irreducible in k[x]. p(x) defines a valuation w, of k(x) according to the 
following rule. For any q(x) E k[x], q(x) + 0, let q(x) = (p(x))” s(x) 
where s(x) is prime to p(x). Then w,(q(x)) = m. w, is extended to k(x) 
in the natural way. There is a corresponding valuation of k(w) which is 
given by W, = w&, or W,(q(o)) = Wp(q(x)) = m. In particular, 
W,M4> = 1. 
Put 01 = p(w) and let (a) = n Pp be the prime ideal factorization of 
the ideal (8) in *k, where the number of Pj which are effectively present 
may be finite, or infinite but starfinite. Suppose, in the first place that (CX) 
has a nonstandard prime ideal P = Pi in its numerator (i.e., with vj > 0). 
We claim that V, coincides with W, . 
Let 
p(x) = a, + a,x + ... + anxn, a,#O, n&l. (5.1) 
We show that z+(p) 3 0 for all /3 E k[w]. Indeed, taking first fl = w  
suppose that z+(w) < 0. But z&) = 0, j = 0, l,..., n for aj f 0. Hence, 
up(p(o)) = min, z+(apj) < 0, contrary to assumption. Hence, v&3) >, 0 
for /? = w  and the same is then true for any 
q(w) = b, + blw + .*. + btwz E k[w]. 
We claim next that u~(s(w)) = 0, where q(x) = (p(x))” s(x) as above. 
For we then have an identity p(x) q(x) + s(x) h(x) = 1 with g(x), h(x) 
in k[x]. 
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Hence, 
But WGJ) g(w)) = ~-GJ)) + u&@>) 2 1, so c4~t~>> = M+J)) = 0. 
Hence, z&(uJ)) = mr+(p(w)) = mz+(ol). This shows that up(v) is positive 
and as small as possible for y = 01. Accordingly, we may choose LY = p(w) 
as the a0 of (4.1). This yields, for /3 = q(w), 
Thus, VP and W, coincide on k[w] and, hence, on k(w). 
Now suppose that some standard ideal P = Pj occurs in the prime 
power representation of (a) with positive infinite exponent v = vj , 
(Y = p(w), where p(x) is given by (5.1). Then up(w) cannot be negative 
infinite because uP(ai) is finite for aj # 0, and so up(u) = min(+(a&)) 
would be negative infinite. Hence, &q(w)) is finite, or positive infinite, 
for all q(x) E &I. Also, since 
0 = UP(l) = a+) g(w) + s(w) %JN 
2 min(v + +tgbN, u&t~N + up(&))), 
we conclude that u&(w)) is finite. Thus, if fl = q(w) = (p(w))” s(w) 
then u&3) = mu + r where r is a finite integer and v = z+(a). Hence, 
using the canonical map *Z 2 Z, , we obtain up’@) = m+‘(ol). This 
shows that z+‘(cL) is positive and as small as possible, so that 01 may be 
chosen as the ol, of (4.2). Then 
~PCB> = v~‘tB)/+‘t~~) = m = W,(P). (5.2) 
This shows that, in this case also, VP and W, coincide on k[~] and, 
hence, on k(o). 
Finally, suppose that 01 = p(o)-where p(x) is given by (5.1)-is 
infinitesimal for the Archimedean valuation P of *k. In that case, 1 w  IP 
must be finite, for if I w  IP were infinite then 
1 a, Ip = Ip(w)/d - aO/cun - ... - a,-&.0 Ip 
would be infinitesimal. And that is impossible since a,, is standard and 
different from 0. Hence, I w  IP is finite and the same applies to all I q(w)lp 
where q(x) E k[x]. Referring again to the identity&z) g(x) + S(X) h(x) = 1 
we then have 1 p(w) g(o)lP N 0 and so I S(W) h(w)l, CI 1. Thus, both 
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/ s(o)lp and / h(w)lp must be finite but not intinitesimal. Hence, for 
B = 4bJ) f 0, 
ln I P IP = In I(P+J)” 4w)lp = m ln I 01 IP + r, 
where r = 1 s(o)lp is finite. The canonical map *R 5 R, now yields 
(compare (3.1)) 
so that U,‘(U), which if positive is, subject to this condition, as small as 
possible. Putting 01 = 01~ in (4.2), we obtain again Eq. (5.2). 
We shall now show that, for a given prime p(x) E k[x] at least one of 
the three cases considered above must occur. That is to say, either (CX) 
has a nonstandard prime divisor in its numerator, or it has a standard 
prime divisor with infinite exponent in its numerator, or 1 01 Ip is infinitesi- 
mal for some Archimedean P, or several of these possibilities occur 
simultaneously. 
Let p be a sequence which enumerates the prime ideals of k without 
repetitions. Then *p enumerates the (internal) prime ideals of *k without 
repetitions and if *p = {PO , P, ,..., P, ,...} then P, is standard for finite n 
and nonstandard for infinite n. 
Now suppose that (a) = (p(o)) does not contain any nonstandard 
prime ideals in its numerator. In that case, the set S, of prime ideals in 
the numerator of (CX) must be finite (in the absolute sense). For S, is, at 
any rate, an internal set which is starfinite. If S, is empty, there is nothing 
more to be proved. If not, there exists a first natural number 12 such that 
Pj 6 S, for all j > it. Then yt >, 1 and P,-, E S, . It follows that n must 
be finite, so S, must be finite. We conclude that if (a) has neither a non- 
standard prime ideal in its numerator nor any infinite power of a standard 
prime ideal then the numerator of (a) is finite and we may write (a) = Jl/Jz 
where J1 is just the product fl Pj”j taken over the Pj for which vi > 0 
and is, therefore, standard and Jz is some entire ideal in *k. Since the 
class number of k is finite, it is preserved on passing to *k. Thus, there 
exists a standard ideal J3 such that J1J3 is principal, and, hence, Jda is 
principal as well. Moreover, J1J3 = (y) where y is a standard integer, 
y E k, while J,J, = (6) where 6 may be a standard or nonstandard 
integer. Thenol = y/c6 where E is a unit in *k, or 01 = y/c, 5 = y/o!. 
We now claim that / 01 lp must be infinitesimal for at least one of the 
Archimedean valuations of *k. For if not then I 5 Ip = I y/a lp is finite 
for all the Archimedean valuations of *k. In other words, if Z; = c(l),..., 5’“) 
are the conjugates of 5 over the rationals, then j 5”) I,..., 1 5’“) I are all 
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finite, where the absolute values are taken for the specified embedding 
of *k in *C. But this implies that the fundamental symmetric functions 
of 5(l),..., co), to be denoted by s, ,..., sz , are all finite integers, and since 
they are rational they must, therefore, be standard rational. Also, 5 is 
a root of the polynomial .zz - s&-l + .*. + (-l)z s1 , and since the 
coefficients of this polynomial are all standard, 5 must itself be standard, 
5 E k. It then follows that LX = p(w) is standard, which is contrary to the 
assumption that the degree of p(x) is positive. Accordingly, we have 
shown that indeed at least one of the three cases considered earlier must 
occur and hence that W9 is induced by at least one internal valuation 
of *k. 
However, with one exception, all valuations of k(w)/k = K/k are given 
by prime polynomials p(x) E k[x], the exception being the valuation “at 
infinity.” But this valuation is given by the polynomial p(x’) = x’ if we 
put w’ = l/w and consider K as the field k(w’). Accordingly, we have 
shown that all valuations of K/k are induced by internal valuations of *k. 
6. THE SIZE OF A DIVISOR 
We now return to the general case of a function field KC *k of tran- 
scendence degree 1 over k. 
Let R, be the multiplicative group of positive real numbers, so that 
*R+ is its nonstandard extension. Within *R, let RI be the set of numbers 
which are finite but not infinitesimal. We may call R, the set of logarith- 
mically finite numbers, since they are just the positive real numbers whose 
natural logarithm is finite. R, is a multiplicative subgroup of *R+ . Let 
R,, be the quotient group *R+/R, , and let 0 be the canonical mapping 
from *R, onto R,, . 
Let A be the mapping y = In x from *R+ onto *R. This is an isomor- 
phism from the multiplicative group *R+ onto the additive group *R. 
It induces an isomorphism &, from R,, onto R, , and this isomorphism 
also’ sets up an order in R,, . 
Let D be the set of divisors of K as a function field. For any OL E KX 
we denote the divisor of 01 as a function by [a]. We shall define a mapping 
a from D into R,, . 
Let A be any entire divisor in D, A = n Ari where the A, are prime 
divisors and the wJ are positive. Using the approximation theorem, it is 
not difficult to produce two elements 01 and /3 of KX such that each Aj 
appears in the numerators of [CX] and 181 exactly in the o&h power and 
such that [a] and @] have no other factors in common in their numerators. 
It follows that A is the greatest common divisor (g.c.d.) of the numerators 
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of [a] and @I. Now let (a) and @) be the (entire or fractional) ideals 
generated by OL and fi, respectively, in *k, in agreement with our earlier 
notation. Then the g.c.d. of the numerators of (a) and @) is an entire 
internal ideal in *k, which will be denoted by Jo,B . Let Jase = I-I Pj” be 
the prime power factorization of Ja,B . For each Pi , let NP, be the norm 
of Pi relative to the (extended) field of rational numbers, *Q. Put 
I J,,, I = JJ (NP&“j. Multiply I J,,, j by the product of max(l ai (?) , / /3 ip) 
for all the Archimedean valuations P of *k for which both 1 01 lp and / /3 jp 
are infinitesimal. Call the result s(01, /3). Thus, 
401, P) = I Jar,B I lJ max(l 01 lpp I P IA (6.1) 
where the product on the right hand side is taken over the indicated 
primes. We define o(A) by 
44 = WCG B)> = &I J,,, I> n Wax(l 01 lp , I B Id, (6.2) 
where 8 is the canonical mapping *R, -+ R,, as before, and we call 
a(A) the size of A. 
We have to show that a(A) is independent of our particular choice of 
01 and p. In other words, we have to show that if 01’ and /3’ are two other 
elements of KX which satisfy the same condition as 01 and /3 relative to A 
(see above) then @(a’, 8’)) = @(a, /3)), or, equivalently, the ratio 
s(01, P)/s((II’, /I’) is logarithmically finite. Bearing in mind the symmetry 
between (01, /3) and (a’, p’), we may break down our problem as follows: 
(i) Let P be an Archimedean valuation for which both 1 01 Ip and 
1 /3 lp are infinitesimal. Then 1 01’ Ip and I /3’ Ip are infinitesimal and the 
ratio max(l 01’ Ip , ( /3’ I,)/max(l 01 Ip , I /I jp) is logarithmically finite. 
(ii) The ideal J,,,,,/J,,, is standard. 
Indeed, if (i) is satisfied, as well as the assertion obtained from inter- 
changing (01, /3) and (a’, 6’) then the product on the right side of (6.2), 
II &==(I a Ip, I B Id, is equal to the corresponding product for (IX’, /3’). 
Also, if Ja,,a,/Ju,o is standard then / Jal,B, I/\ Ja,B I is logarithmically finite 
and so e(l Jal,B, 1) = 0(j Jn,B I). This implies @(a, p)) = @(a’, j3’)). 
Let 
b1 = n Q;l, PI = fl R:j, [a’] = n sy, [B’] = n TjpI, 
(6.3) 
where we include only the divisors whose exponents are different from 0. 
Suppose that P is an Archimedean valuation for which both I a Ip and 
1 6 Ip are infinitesimal. Then P induces in K/k a valuation Q for which 
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both a: and /? have positive order. In other words Q (regarded as a divisor) 
coincides with one of the A, and also with one of the Qj and one of the Rj . 
We may suppose without loss of generality that j = 0 for all these cases. 
Then w,, = x0 = &, > 0. But A divides also [ar’] and [PI, more precisely 
w,, = p0 = p,, if we assume that Q coincides with S, and T0 . Choosing ol, 
as in Section 4, we then have (see (4.6)). 
w. In 1 cl10 IP = In I 01 lP - r = In 1 p jP - r2 
= In I 01’ IP - r, = In I /5? IP - r, , (6.4) 
where In I 0~~ IP , In I 01 JP , In I p IP , In I 01’ IP , In I p IP are negative infinite 
and rl , r2 , r3 , r, are finite. Hence, 
I a IP = eYl a0 1~1~0, 
(6.5) 
I a’ IP = e’“(l a0 IPP, I 8’ IP = e’Yl a0 IpP. 
Since 1 01~ IP is infinitesimal, we conclude that 
max(l a Ip9 I P lp> = ~(1 a0 lp)w~, max(l 01’ IP , I B’ lp> = cdl a0 Ip)~~, 
where c1 and cg are logarithmically finite. This proves (i). 
In order to conhrm (ii), we consider the ideals (a), (p), (a’), (/3’) in *k. 
Suppose that the nonstandard prime ideal P appears in the factorizations 
of (a) and (/3) with positive exponents V, and v2 . Then P induces a valua- 
tion Q in K which, as a divisor, must coincide with one of the Qi (see (6.3)), 
and also with one of the Rj , Q = Q, = R. , say. But then Q coincides 
also with one of the Aj , e.g. Q = A, . Choosing 01~ as in Section 4 (for 
the case of a nonstandard prime ideal), we obtain from (4.1), 
wo = x0 = ho = V&P(%J = v~/up(olo), (6.6) 
where u~(Lx~) is a standard or nonstandard positive integer. Hence v, = v2 . 
At the same time, it follows that Q appears also among the prime divisors 
of the numerators of [a’] and [/I’], e.g. Q = S, = To , wherepo = p. = w. . 
Then wovp(ol,) = v, = v, , where v, = v, is the exponent of P in the 
factorizations of (01’) and @‘). Hence, v, = v2 = v3 = vq . 
We have shown that every nonstandard prime ideal which divides 
J or,p , divides also Ja*,p, , and in exactly the same power. Let H be the set 
of prime ideals which divide Jm,@ in a higher power than Jo,,sp . Then H 
is internal and, as we have just seen, it can contain only standard prime 
ideals. H may be empty. If not, we claim that, at any rate, H must be 
finite. 
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To see this, let *p = {P, , Pr , Pz ,...> be the sequence of all internal 
prime ideals of *k introduced in Section 5. Let n be the smallest integer 
such that Pj # H for all j > n. If n were infinite then P,-, would belong 
to H. This is impossible since P,-, is nonstandard. Hence, n is finite and 
H must be finite also. 
Now let P E H. Then P divides the numerators of both (a) and (/3), 
in the u,th and v&h powers, say, v1 > 0, v2 > 0. If vi and v2 are finite 
then P occurs only in a finite power in the numerator of J,,s/JE,,o, . 
Suppose then that at least one of the v1 , v2. is infinite. Then P induces a 
valuation Q in K which, as a divisor, appears in the numerators of both 
[a] and [/3]. Accordingly, we may assume that Q = A, = Q, = R, (see 
(6.3)), where w,, = x0 = 0 h . It follows that, e.g. Q = S, = T,, where 
w,, = p,, = p,, . Choose 01~ as in Section 4, so that (4.5) applies and 
where rl , r2 , r, , r, are finite and where P divides (ol’) and (/3’) exactly 
in the v&h and v,th powers, respectively. It follows that 
min(v, , v2) - min(v, , vq) = r 
where r is finite, i.e., the difference between the exponents of P in JasB 
and in J,fvB, is finite. We conclude that the numerator of J,,,/J,,,,, is 
a standard ideal and, by symmetry, that its denominator is standard also. 
This proves (ii). 
Suppose in particular that 01 = /3, so that A is just the numerator of [a]. 
BY W3, 
44 = fXs(~, 4) = fI (n min(l 01 IP , I)), (6.7) 
where P now ranges over all internal valuations, Archimedean and non- 
Archimedean and where, for non-Archimedean P, 1 01 IP is defined by 
(iVP)-v if v is the exponent of P in the prime ideal factorization of P. 
On the other hand, the height of 01 as a number in *k is, by definition 
(compare Ref. [2]) 
H(a) = n max(l 01 Ip , 1). (6.8) 
Since the product of all 1 01 IP is 1, by the product formula, we, therefore, 
have s(a, a) = (H(a))-l and 
o(A) = O((H(a))-l) = (&H(a)))-l. (6.9) 
We show next that the mapping u is multiplicative on the semigroup 
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of entire divisors (which is the set on which u has been defined so far). 
Let A and B be two entire divisors. We first choose OL and /I, as before, 
and then (again using the approximation theorem) we choose 01’ and 01’ 
so as to satisfy the corresponding conditions in relation to B and also such 
that in the notation of (6.3), no prime divisor Qj or R, occurs either as 
an Sj or as a Tj unless it divides both A and B. As a result, every prime 
divisor of AB appears in the numerators of [oral’] and of [@‘I exactly 
in the power in which it appears in AB. Accordingly, we have, in addition 
to (6.2), 
4) = @(40 = 4 J,,,,* I) n 4-4 01‘ Ip , I P’ Id), (6. IO) 
o(AB) = @(cd, @‘N = &I Jarr’.m I) n @(max(l aa’ Ip , I flp IA (6.11) 
where the products on the right side are taken, each time, over the appro- 
priate Archimedean valuations. 
In order to confirm that o(AB) = a(A) o(B) it is, therefore, sufficient 
to prove the following assertions. 
(iii) Let P be any Archimedean valuation. Then max(] 0101’ lP, I/3/3’ IP) 
is infinitesimal if and only if at least one of max(] 01 jP , I #I IP) and 
max(l (II’ IP , 1 /3’ I,) is infinitesimal. And if this is the case then the ratio 
max(l a Ip , I P IpI max(l 01’ Ip , I P’ Mmax(l W’ Ip , I @’ IpI is lwarith- 
mically finite. 
(iv) The ideal Ja,sJ,*,a,/Ja,,,,B, is standard. 
The proof is parallel to that of the assertions labeled (i) and (ii) earlier 
in this section. We first show that if max(i 01 jP j, p IP) is infinitesimal or 
max(l 01’ IP , / /3’ IP) is infinitesimal then it induces a valuation (prime 
divisor) Q of K/k which divides A or B, respectively. But then Q divides 
AB and this makes max(l LXX’ IP , I /3/J’ IP) infinitesimal. Conversely, if 
max(I 0101’ IP , I &3’ IP) is infinitesimal, i.e., if both j 0101’ IP and I /3fl’ lP are 
infinitesimal then P induces a Q which divides AB and, hence, divides 
at least one of the factors A or B. It follows that at least one of 
max(l 01 Ip , I P IpI and mMl 01’ Ip9 I B’ Id is infinitesimal. Supposing that 
this is the situation, let w,, 3 0 and 5, 3 0 be the powers in which Q 
divides A and B, respectively (so that at least one of w0 , &, is positive). 
Then Q divides AB in the power w0 + <,, . Hence, by (4.6), for an appro- 
priate 01~ ,
w. In I a0 IP = In I a IP - r, = In I /3 jP - r2 , (6.12) 
where r 1 , r2 are finite, provided w. > 0. But this is still true if w. = 0, 
for in that case Q cannot, at any rate, appear in the denominators of [01] 
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or of [p] so that In I 01 IP and In I /3 IP must be finite. Similarly, 
co In I 01~ lP = In I CL’ IP - r3 = In 1 p’ IP - r, , (6.13) 
where r3 and r4 are finite, and from the consideration of AB, 
(u. + 5,) In I 01~ Ip = In I ad Ip - r5 = In I BP Ip - r6, (6.14) 
where r5 , r6 are finite. 
Hence, 
m4l 01 IP , I P Id = 4 a0 IPP, max(l 01’ IP , I B’ Id = cdl a0 Id’0 
and 
max(l ~2’ IP , I IV IPI = 4 a0 IPP+‘~ = cdl a0 IJYI a0 IPP 
= c4 max(l 01 IP , I B IP> m-4 a’ IP , I B’ IP) 
where c1 , c2 , c, , c4 are logarithmically finite. This proves (iii). 
In order to establish (iv), we again consider first a nonstandard prime 
ideal P. If P divides JUSB then it divides the numerators of (CL) and of (/3). 
Accordingly, P induces a valuation Q in K/k which divides [LX] and @I. 
It follows that Q cannot divide the denominators of [ol’] and &I’] and, 
hence, divides the numerators of [CCL’] and [@‘I. This in turn implies 
that P divides (~2) and (/I/3’) and, in consequence divides Juor,,BB, . For 
the same reason, if P divides Ja,,+ then it divides also Jaa,,BB# .
Now suppose that P divides JaE,,BB, . Then P induces a valuation Q of 
K/k which divides the numerators of [(YoI’] and [#I’]. This implies that Q 
divides AB and, hence, divides at least one of A, B. Assuming without 
loss of generality that Q divides A, we conclude that Q divides the 
numerators of [a] and of [/3] and, hence, that P divides the numerators of 
(CX) and of @), Q divides Ja,a . Thus, in any case, P divides Jmor,,pLI, if and 
only if P divides JnssJa,,.y , and, in that case, Q divides AB. 
On this assumption, let w. 3 0 and 5, >, 0 be the powers in which Q 
divides A and B, respectively. Then Q divides AB in the power w. + Co > 0. 
Hence, by (4.1), for an appropriate a0 , 
WOVP(%) = v19 5O~P(%) = vz 9 (wo + 53 UP = Vl + v2 3 (6.15) 
where v1 and v2 are the powers in which P divides the numerators of (a) 
and (j3) on one hand and of (~2) and (/3’) on the other hand. It follows 
that P divides Ja,B in the v,th power, Ja,,g in the v,th power, and Jaa,,BBl in 
the (vl + v,)th power. This shows that the ideal Jo = Jm.BJa,.e,/JOlol*.sg 
contains only standard prime divisors in both numerator and denominator. 
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Making use of the sequence *p, as before, we see that the number of these 
ideals must be finite. 
Let P be one of them. If P divides J,,B and J,,,,, only in finite powers 
then it can only occur in a finite power in the numerator of J,, . If P divides 
J ora’,ls’ only in a finite power then it occurs only in a finite power in the 
denominator of J,, . If one or the other of these cases does not apply 
then P induces a valuation Q of K/k, which is a prime divisor. Then Q 
divides A or B (or both), and, in any case, divides AB. Suppose that Q 
divides A, then we may assume that Q = A,, = Q, = R, (so that 
w,, = x0 = h, is positive). Then by (4.5), for an appropriate a,-, , 
where r, and r2 are finite. At the same time, 
where Q divides B in the &,th power, 5, 3 0. It follows that P divides 
J a.B 3 J,‘,B’ , Ja.,.iw , respectively, in powers with exponents wOvP((llo>, 
&up(~), and (oO + &,) vP(cyo), up to finite quantities. Thus, in this case 
also, P can appear in either the numerator or the denominator of Jo 
only in a finite power. This complete the proof that Jo is standard, as 
asserted by (iv). 
It follows that if A = lJ A? is the representation of A as a product 
of powers of prime divisors, then 
a(A) = lj (a(Aj))“‘. (6.16) 
We extend the definition of o(A) to fractional divisors, by defining 
that a(A) is given by (6.16) in this more general case also. Then u is still 
multiplicative. Also, for any (Y E KX, ~([a]) = 1 where 1 is the identity 
in R,, . This can be seen most easily from (6.8) and (6.9). For if [a] = A/B, 
where A and B have no divisors in common then ~([a]) = o(A)/a(B), 
and a(A) = H(a) = H(l/a) = a(B). 
When defining the size of an entire divisor A at the beginning of this 
section we assumed for convenience that the prime factors of A were 
contained in [a] and @] in exactly the same powers as in A. However, 
by examining the arguments leading to the proof of (i) and (ii) it is not 
difficult to see that this assumption can be relaxed. Thus, (6.2) remains 
valid, with s(a, p) defined by (6.1), as long as A is the g.c.d. of the 
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numerators of [CX] and Q3]. Taking into account the definition of 1 Ja,@ I, 
we may then write 
4~4 B> = n max(min(l a Ip , 1) min(l B IP ,111, (6.17) 
where P ranges over all internal valuations of *k, Archimedean or non- 
Archimedean. 
Now let cy, /3 be any two elements of P, and let A and B be the denomi- 
nators of OL and ,!?, respectively. Let E be the lowest common multiple of A 
and B. Thus, E = AB/(A, B), where (A, B) is the g.c.d. of A and B. Then 
(see (6.7)) 
a(A) = 0 (n min( I 01-l IP , 1)) u(B) = 0 (n min(l P-l IP , 1)) 
and 
a(@, B)) = s(&, /3-l) = n max(min(l CC-~ IP , l), min(] /3--l IP , I)) 
Hence, 
o(E) = 44 40 = 
44 B>) 
0 ((n min(min(l 01-l IP , 11, midI P-l IP , I)))-l) 
= 0 ((n n-WI a-l IP , I 8-l IP , l))J, 
= 0 (n max(l 01 Ip , I B IP , 1)). 
But I3 m=dl a Ip , I B Ip , 0 is, by definition (see Ref. [2]), just the height 
of the triple (01, /?, l), H(cl, /?, 1). Hence, 
4% = W(a, fl, 1)). (6.18) 
We shall make use of (6.18) in Section 8. 
A reader who is not familiar with the intricacies of Nonstandard 
Analysis may have wondered why we did not define u(A) for a prime 
divisor A simply by reference to the set of valuations Pf which induce A. 
However, this set may actually be external, so that the corresponding 
product I-J (NP&‘~ need not exist. 
7. THE SIZE OF A DIVISOR AND ITS ABSOLUTE VALUE 
Let q be a fixed standard real number greater than 1. Let A be any 
divisor in K (as a function field) and let A = fl A;# be the representation 
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of A as a product of prime divisors. Then the absolute value of A, to be 
denoted by ] A 1, is defined classically by 
whereh is the degree of Aj , i.e., the degree of the residue class field of Aj 
over k. 
For any 01 E KX, 1 [LX]~ = 1. Since, as we have seen ~([a]) = 1 and since 
~([a]) is itself a kind of product of absolute values of (Y, we may hope 
that there is a direct relationship between ] A 1 and o(A). On the other 
hand, o(A) is not a real number (not even a nonstandard real number) 
and so we cannot apply the result of Artin and Whaples on the uniqueness 
of the product formula directly. However, we shall still make use of the 
ideas of their paper (Ref. [I]) in order to prove that the expected connec- 
tion exists. 
THEOREM 7.2. Suppose that K is the jield of rational functions of one 
variable over k. Thus, K = k(w) for some w  E *k - k. Then there exists 
a positive infinite real number h such that for any divisor A in K, 
a(A) = fl(( A IA). (7.3) 
ProoJ: T = 0-l determines a prime divisor of degree 1 in K, the prime 
divisor “at infinity.” We denote it by A, . Then I A, I = q-l. Choose 
a positive real a E *R+ such that a(A,) = O(a) where 19 is, as before, the 
canonical mapping *R, + R,, , and put h = -1ogQ a. Since A, is 
induced by some valuation of K, a must be negative infinite, so X is 
positive infinite. Also, a = q-* and so o(A,) = 8(q-x) = 8(j A, IA). Thus, 
(7.3) is satisfied for A = A, . We claim that (7.3) holds also for all other 
divisors A in K. Since u, 8, and the absolute value, ( I, are all multiplicative, 
it is sufficient to prove our assertion for prime A. So let A be a prime 
divisor in K other than A,. Then A is given by a prime polynomial 
p(x) E k[x] (compare Section 5). The absolute value of A is I A I = q-” 
where n > 1 is the degree ofp(x). Accordingly, we have to show only that 
a(A) = O(q-nn) = (B(q-A))n = (a(A,)>n = u(A,~), in other words, that 
u(A/ASOn) = 1. But this is obvious since [p(w)] = A/A,” and, as we have 
=a u([p(~)l) = 1. 
We now return to the general case of a function field K of transcendence 
degree 1 over k, KC *k. For any 01 E KX and for any prime divisor Q 
in K, we define u&a) E R,, as (u(Q))” where u is the order (exponential 
value) of 01 in the valuation Q, v = We. Then uc is multiplicative, 
d4 = uo(4 u,(P). Al so, for prime Q-or, more generally, for entire 
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Q-a(Q) < 1. Hence, for 01, fi, 01 + fl E KX, Wo(ol + p) > min(Wo(or), 
W&9)) implies that uc(o1 + j3) d max(o,(ol>, a&)). 
For any w  E K - k let K’ = k(w) so that Theorem 7.2 applies to k(o). 
We again write A, for the divisor determined by T = w-l. We also choose, 
for each divisor A in K, a X(A) E *R so that o(A) = 0(\ A j”(A)). Observe 
that h(A) is determinate only up to the addition of a finite real number. 
Observe also that it is entirely possible that h(A) = 0 since we have not 
yet shown that every prime divisor in K is induced by some valuation 
of *k. We may exclude h(A) < 0. 
Let 01~ , c+ ,..., cq be a basis of K over k(w). We may choose the q in 
such a way that they are entire for all divisors Q in K which do not divide 
A, (regarded as a divisor in K). For such Q, ~o(olJ < 1, j = I,...,$ 
For a specified finite positive integer d, let Sd be the set of linear com- 
binations &, p,(o) olj where the p,(w) E k[w] range over the polynomials 
of degrees not exceeding d. Then S, is a vector space of rank (d + 1)f 
over k. For any 5 E S, , 4 # 0 and for any prime divisor Q in K, we have 
But a&(w)) < 1, since Q does not divide A, , and u~(cx$) < 1. Hence 
%49 B 1. (7.4) 
Let 
Am = n Q:;, (7.5) 
where A, is regarded as a divisor in K and (7.5) is its decomposition into 
prime divisors. Let Q be one of the Qim . Then we still have 
Also W&,(w)) < W&J) and so a&&)) = uo(o”). Also, since 
each Qico divides A, , we have Wo(aj) > W&J), j = l,..., f, for a 
sufficiently large integer 1, and, so u(aJ < u(&). Hence, 
40 < u&t+d), (7.6) 
where t depends on the initial choice of o but not of d. 
Now let Q be any prime divisor in K and let do be its degree. Then there 
exists a positive integer I such that 
rdo < td + l>f S tr + 1) do .
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Choose an element 4 ES, such that IV&‘) < W,(n for all 5 ES, . Such 
a [ exists since Q is discrete and, for any 4 ES, as above W&$) > 
min(u%J, where m = 0, l,..., d and j = l,...,J Accordingly, for any 
r E Sd , w&/n b 09 i.e., 515 belongs to the valuation ring 0, of Q. 
Since no more than rd, elements of Oecan be independent modulo QV there 
exists a & ES, such that [,,/5 is congruent to 0 module Qr, although 
&, # 0. Thus, WQ(&,/<) 2 r. We define I 01 lo = q-IYpforJdq, as usual, and 
we then have 
t &,/c 1 L) < q--rdQ d (r +ydf) d < qdQ-(d+l)f. 
Q 
Hence, 
Raising this inequality to the power h(Q) and applying 0, we obtain 
We now multiply (7.7) by (7.4) or (7.6), whichever is applicable, for 
[ = 8, and for all divisors Q’ # Q in K. This yields 
cr&,,) n ao~(&,) < &q(dQ--(a+l)f)‘(‘)) a&) n v&IJ~+‘). (7.8) 
Now ~~(5) < 1 or ~~(5) < U&J t+d) accordingly as Q does not, or does, 
divide A, . In any case, we obtain from (7.8), 
(7.9) 
where, in the last product, Q’ ranges over all prime divisors of A, . At 
the same time, the product on the left side of (7.9) is just u([&]) and this 
is equal to 1, as pointed out at the end of Section 7. 
For any Q’ = Qim we now introduce p(Q’) by the condition 
u&tJ) = B(qp’Q”). 
Here again, p(Q’) is not defined uniquely but only up to positive quantities, 
and we make it determinate by choice. At any rate, we may assume that 
&Q’) 2 0. Substituting in (7.9), we then obtain 
1 < e(q(dp-(a+l)f)~(0)+(t+d)~~(O’) 
1. (7.10) 
Thus, the exponent on the right side of this inequality cannot be 
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negative infinite. In other words, there exists a finite real number b such 
that 
(f - 4~) W2) - t c CL@‘) + WhcQ) - c AQ’> < b. (7.11) 
We are now going to show that C p(Q’) must be positive infinite. 
Indeed, let P be any valuation of *k which induces the valuation A, 
in k(w). We know from Section 5 that such valuations exist. Then P 
induces a valuation Q’ in K which extends A, . In other words, Q’ divides 
A, as a divisor in K. Since the contribution of any P to o(Q’) is infinitesi- 
mal, it then follows that a&w) is infinite and, hence, that p(Q’) is positive 
infinite. It follows that C &Q’) is positive infinite. 
Returning to (7.1 I), we observe that this inequality holds for arbitrary 
finite positive integers d, with b depending on d. We are going to show that 
Either 
O(Q) - C dQ’) G 0 (7.12) 
or, if this is not the case, thenf - l/A(Q) C p(Q’) is positive infinitesimal 
and X(Q) is positive infinite. 
Suppose, contrary to (7.12), that 
O(Q) - c AQ’> > 0. 
Then X(Q) is positive infinite. Suppose further that 
f - W(Q)) c p.<Q’> > E, 
where E is a standard positive number. Then C p(Q’) < (f- E) X(Q). It fol- 
lows that the left side of (7.11) is greater than [(f- do) - t(f- E) + de] X(Q). 
But by making d sufficiently large, we can make the expression in the 
square brackets greater than 1. For such d, the left side of (7.11) is then 
greater than X(Q), i.e., it is infinite, and this is impossible. 
Now let 01 E k(w), a # 0, and let B be an arbitrary prime divisor in 
k(w) and B = n BTg its decomposition into prime divisors in K. Then 
iffi is the degree of inertia of Bj , and we put 1 OL IB for the absolute value 
of 01 in the valuation B in k(o), we have ( 01 lB, = 1 cy. @fj for each j. It 
then follows that aBj(cx.) = ~9(\ 01 ldjfgh(Bj)). Comparing this with (7.1) for 
the case Q’ = Qj = Bi , A, = B, OL = w, we see that there we have uoj(a) = 
6(q*cQj)) = e(l 01 I$*~‘). It follows that the difference d,f,h(Q,) - p(Qg) 
is finite and so therefore is C d,f,h(Q,) - C p(Q,). Observe that C p(Qj) 
is the quantity denoted earlier by C p(Q’). We put C p(Qj) = /-L, . pm is 
positive infinite. 
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Now, for general OL E k(w), 01 # 0, we have ~([a]) = 1 and, also, 
where, in the first product, we have adopted the convention that Bj 
ranges over all divisors in K. Hence, 
Suppose in particular that 01 = p(w) is an irreducible polynomial 
which determines the prime divisor B. Then [a] = BA;” where n is the 
degree of p(w). Hence, using the notation of (7.5) and writing gj for the 
degree of inertia of Qj , we have 1 LY IB = q+, 1 01 IA, = q” and so, from 
(7.13) 
This shows that 
~4h@J - c ejg&QJ (7.14) 
is finite. Moreover, the second sum in (7.14) can be replaced by pm which 
(see above) differs from it only be a finite amount. Thus, 
(7.15) 
is finite. At the same time, the alternatives described by (7.12) apply for 
each Bi = Q, where C p(Q’) = p, . Suppose first that f&Bi) - pm < 0 
for all Bi . Then 
~4hWi) - fW> (7.16) 
is not negative infinite, 
Choose I such that h(BJ is a maximum for i = 1. Using the classical 
relation C d& = f we obtain from (7.16). 
(7.17) 
is not negative infinite. Since none of the terms on the right side can be 
positive, it follows that they are all finite. Writing h(Bj) = h(B,) + bj 
where b, is finite and substituting in (7.15), we find that fh(B,) - pm is 
finite. Hence, h(B,) is positive infinite and f - pJX(BJ is infinitesimal. 
But the same conclusion applies iffh(Bi) - pm > 0 for some i, for then 
this is true also for i = 1 and the second alternative of (7.12) applies. 
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In any case, dividing (7.15) by A(&), 
c Qxw%)/~(B,) - 1) N 0. (7.18) 
But A(.&) < A(&) for all j, and so we may conclude that h(B,)/A@$) - 1 
is infinitesimal in all cases, i.e., h(BJ/A(&) N 1. Dividing by p,,,/X(&) N f, 
we obtain finally 
Now every prime divisor Q = Bj in K divides a prime divisor B in 
k(w) where B, as a valuation, is obtained by restricting Bj to k(w). Hence, 
applying (7.19) to any two prime divisors Q, Q’ in K and dividing, we 
obtain 
W)/XQ) s 1 (7.20) 
We have proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM 7.21. Let Q, Q’ be two prime divisors in K, and let X(Q), 
A(Q’) be elements of *R such that 
u(Q) = &I Q lA’0’> and a(Q’) = &I Q’ I^‘Q”) 
Then A(Q) and A(Q’) are positive infinite and the ratio X(Q’)/X(Q) is injinitely 
close to 1. 
COROLLARY 7.22. Theorem 7.21 holds also for arbitrary entire divisors 
Q, Q’ in K. 
Proof. It is clearly sufficient to prove Corollary 7.22 on the assumption 
that Q is prime, while Q’ is an arbitrary entire divisor. Let Q’ = n Q;f, 
and let d’ be the degree of Q’ and dj the degree of Qj . We choose appro- 
priate Aj SO that u(QJ = 0(( Qj I”‘). Then Aj = X(Q)(l + ei) where cj is 
infinitesimal. Hence, 
u(Q') = n (o(Q,))"' = 8 (n 1 Q, (‘5’3) = 1!9(l Q'lAtQ)) 0 (IT ( Q, (A(Q)uif~), 
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Also u(Q’) = 0(\ Q’ jr\(c’)), by assumption, and so 
Remembering that I Q’ I = q-d’, 1 Qj I = q+, we deduce that 
a’@@> - %Q’N f- c X(Q) 4s 
i 
(7.23) 
is finite. Dividing by h(Q) we then obtain 
d’(l - h(Q’)/h(Q)) + c dgviej N 0. 
But ci N 0 and so 1 - X(Q’)/h(Q) N 0, as asserted. 
COROLLARY 7.24. Every prime divisor Q in K is induced by at least one 
valuation P in *k. 
Indeed since h(Q) is infinite, the product which defines a(Q) cannot be 
empty. 
As mentioned in the introduction, Corollary 7.24 was obtained already 
in Ref. [4] by an entirely different method. 
By interpreting the symbols used in (7.1) in terms of their definitions 
in Sections 6 and 7 (compare also the end of Section 6) and by putting 
q = e, the base of natural logarithms, we arrive at the following reformula- 
tion of Corollary 7.22. 
THEOREM 7.25. Let A be the g.c.d. of the numerators of two function 
divisors, [IX] and &I] in K. Suppose that A is d@rent from the identity and 
let d be the degree of A. Let A’ be the g.c.d. of the numerators of [or’] and 
@‘] in K, where A’ is again different from the identity, with degree d’. 
Then (see (6.1)). 
In &LX’, p’)/ln ~(a, p) N d’/d. (7.25) 
8. TRANSLATION 
In this section we shall show that our theory leads almost immediately 
to some of the basic inequalities of the theory of rational points on 
algebraic curves (compare Refs. [5-71). 
To begin with, we consider the situation in the standard field of real 
numbers, R. Let (s,J and {sn’> two positive sequences such that, as n + co, 
(s,J and {s/j either both tend to 0 or both tend to co. Then {s,J and {sn’} 
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are said to be quasiequivalent-and we write {s,J M {s,‘}-(compare 




G s,) < C$, . (8.1) 
Evidently, (8.1) is equivalent to 
Moreover-subject to the assumption that {s,} and (s,‘} tend to 0 or co, 
simultaneously-it is not difficult to see that (8.2) in turn, is equivalent to 
Ini-fnm In s,/ln sn’ = 1. (8.3) 
For if (8.3) is satisfied then In s,/ln s,’ is close to 1 for sufficiently 
large n. Accordingly, (8.2) is certainly satisfied, and we only have to 
adjust c1 and c2 so as to satisfy (8.2) also for the remaining n, which are 
finite in number. The converse can be verified with equal ease. 
Passing to *R-while the sequences (s,} and {s,‘} are still supposed to 
be standard-we see that one of our preliminary conditions amounts 
to the assumption that s, and sU’ are either all infinite or all infinitesimal 
for infinite w, while (8.3) is replaced by 
In s,/ln s,’ N 1. (8.4) 
Now (compare Section 2) let the irreducible curve I’ be given by 
f(x, JJ) = 0, f(x, JJ) E k[x, JJ], where k is an algebraic number field, as 
before, and suppose that r possesses an infinite sequence of distinct 
points (fn , 73, n = 0, 1, 2 ,... with coordinates in k. As we have shown, 
(5, , qU) is then a generic point on r, for any infinite w. Accordingly, 
K = k(& , QJ C *k is a function field of the kind considered in the 
preceding sections. 
Now let g(x, y) E k(x, v), so that g(&, , Q,) is finite (i.e., the denominator 
of g(x, JJ) is not divisible byf) and not a constant (i.e., not an element of 
k). Let d, be the degree of g(& , qW) in K. Then the numerator of the 
function divisor [g] also is of degree d, . As pointed out in Section 6 
(see (6.7)-(6.9)) the height of g(& , QJ is given by 
(8.5) 
Let h(x, JJ) E k(x, u) be another function subject to the same conditions, 
of degree dh , so that 
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Since c&, > 0, d,, > 0, the left sides of (8.5) and (8.6) are the reciprocals 
of infinitesimal numbers and must, therefore, be infinite. Substituting 
them for their right sides in (7.25), for a = /3 = g(&,, , y,), CL’ = /3’ = 
h(&, ,113, d = d, , d’ = d, , we obtain 
Accordingly, the argument developed at the beginning of this section 
applies to the sequences 
&a = uw~~ 9 rlJ))l’dg and s,,’ = vveu 9 %>N1’dh 
(provided we omit the finite number of points at which g or h vanish or 
become infinite). This proves the following theorem. 
THEOREM 8.8. Let r be an irreducible algebraic curve which is given 
by an equation f(x, y) = 0, f(x, y) E k[x, y], where k is an algebraic 
number field. Let g(x, y) and h(x, y) be elements of k(x, y) whose images 
in the function field K/k of r are finite, nonconstant, and of degrees d, 
and dh , respectively. Let (5, , r),) be a sequence of points of r with coordi- 
nates in k such that g(.$,, , 7,) and h(f, , q,J all are neither infinite nor 
equal to zero. Then the sequences (H(g([, , ~J))lt”n and (H(h([, , 7bJ))ltdh 
are quasiequivalent. 
Notice that Theorem 8.8 is a standard theorem. The words “infinite” 
or “finite” used in it do not belong to nonstandard analysis but indicate 
the presence or absence of a factor in the denominators of g(x, y) or 
h(x, y) which becomes zero after substitution. 
Now let E be the 1.c.m. (least common multiple) of the denominators 
of the function divisors [i&,1 and [T,,,]. Standard theory (consider &, + rTw 
for suitable r E k)! shows that the degree of E, d, is equal to the order of 
the curve I’ or, which is the same, the degree of K over k&J. Hence, 
from (6.18) and (7.21), 
ln H(g& , rlJ)/ln(H(~~ , rlw , l)P = 1. 
We have proved the following theorem. 
(8.9) 
THEOREM 8.10. With the assumptions of Theorem 8.8, let d be the 
order of the curve I’. Then the sequence H(g(S, , T,I,J) is quasiequivalent 
to (H(S, , rln , lP. 
Suppose now that [, = x,/z, , vn = y,/z, where the x, , y,, , z, are 
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algebraic integers in k and where the elements in each of the triples 
hz 3 Yn 9 z,J have no common factor. Then 
fmz 9 %I 3 1) = m&a 9 Yn 3 -4 2 I-I’ HI %a IP + I Yn IP + I &I Id, (8.11) 
where n’ shall indicate that the product is to be taken over the Archime- 
dean valuations only. Suppose also that g(x, y) = l/F(x, y) where it is 
assumed that F(& ,q,J is an integer for all n. Suppose, furthermore, that 
there is a 6 > 0 (standard, of course) such that [ F’([, , y,)lP > 6 for all n 
and for all Archimedean valuations P of k. Then 
(8.12) 
where n” indicates that the product is to be taken over the non-Archime- 
dean valuations while n’ refers to the Archimedean valuations, as before. 
Theorem 8.10 now shows that for any given E > 0 there exists a c > 0 
such that, for all n, 
(u (I V~& 9 l).)lP$l b c (I-I’ (I xn IP + I Y?I IP + I &I IP))(dg’d)-‘. 
Hence, 
r-II l 1 d U/c) (nt (I 
F(x,lzn , m/z,) P 
x, IP + I yn IP + I z73 Ip$-dg’d)+f, 
(8.13) 
where we may, if we wish, replace < by <. This is Siegel’s basic inequality 
15, P. 511. 
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